CAVITY

MASONRY VENEER ANCHOR

EXT GYPSUM SHEATHING & LGMF

GACO 183M OR F1850 CLOSED CELL SPRAY FOAM

BRICK VENEER

APPROVED SPF5 FILL AT SHIM SPACE BEHIND ANGLE (IF NEEDED)

THRU WALL FLASHING

WEEP BAFFLE

WEEP

METAL DRIP EDGE FLASHING (IF REQUIRED)

BACKER ROD & SEALANT

COMPRESSIBLE FILLER

HUNG LINTEL SYSTEM FILL JTS IN HUNG LINTEL SYSTEM W/ SPF SEALANT TO TRANSITION AVB

TRANSITION MEMBRANE W/ BACKER ROD TO CREATE BELLOW FOR DEFLECTION HEAD

TITLE: RELIEVING ANGLE 1 LGMF
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